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Abstract 
Pen-based interfaces offer exciting opportunities in 
ubiquitous computing by enabling new hardware form 
factors and socially acceptable computing tasks.  
However, prevailing ink representations are not com-
patible across devices or even within vendors, com-
promising interoperability and hence true ubiquity.  
We propose a lossless multimodal multi-format XML 
ink framework called RiverInk that overcomes many of 
the interoperability issues faced in using platform-
specific standards. This paper motivates the interop-
erability problems created by ubiquity, and then de-
scribes the design of RiverInk’s format, APIs, and ink 
controls.  RiverInk’s framework encompasses interop-
erable support for both archival and streaming ink-
based applications, and a range of alternatives for 
platforms that do not currently support ink.  Three 
RiverInk applications were developed within the Ac-
tiveCampus ubiquitous computing environment to 
demonstrate both the ease of adding interoperability to 
an ink-based application and the degree of interop-
erability provided.  The adaptability of the framework 
to new platforms is discussed. 

1. Introduction 
Pen computing has a rich history of innovative hard-
ware and software solutions [1] that leverage pen-
oriented modalities to provide new methods for both 
text and graphical input as well as user interaction (See 
Section 5). Recent advances in processor speed and 
hardware miniaturization, coupled with maturing soft-
ware platforms, has brought usable tablets and hand-
helds to market at reasonable price points. Mass pro-
duction of appropriate hardware components has 
enabled economies of scale in the handheld market-
place. Pervasive mobile wireless networks in conjunc-
tion with pen-based form factors are creating numer-
ous opportunities for collaborative applications. The 
simplest of these is interactive ink messaging, or 
whiteboarding. A requirement of these applications is 

the ability to share ink data across all platforms and 
users. 

Unfortunately there is no standard ink representation 
across platforms or even within a single vendor. For 
example, TabletPC ink is not only hardware and oper-
ating system specific, it is proprietary - making it im-
possible to work with on other platforms or form fac-
tors. PocketPC and Linux do not use standard formats 
for persistent ink storage. There are three possible so-
lutions that come to mind.  

1.1. Solution Approaches 
The first is an implementation of device-to-device na-
tive ink conversion functions (Figure 1a). From a 
storage perspective this is a simple solution because a 
single native ink object is all that need be stored. Ink 
could be stored in any native format and could be 
turned into any other. This would require every plat-
form to have knowledge of every other platform’s ink. 
Although viable on a small scale, the growth potential 
of ink-enabled device platforms makes this an imprac-
tical solution with an N^2 growth rate of conversion 
functions. Further, a new ink format would require all 
existing platforms to be updated with a new conver-
sion function. All of this presupposes access to the ink 
specifications both from a technical and legal perspec-
tive. This is impossible in a proprietary world. 
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Figure 1. Two conversion approaches between 
formats a, b, and c.  (A) Device to Device Conver-
sion: Every native format requires an import and 
an export function to every other native format.  
(B) Common Intermediate Format Conversion:  
Every native requires an import from CIF and an 
export to CIF function. 

__________________________________________ 
*This work supported by gifts from Microsoft and Hewlett Packard. 
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The second obvious solution is the implementation of 
a common intermediate format (CIF) (Figure 1b). 
This approach requires only N conversion functions 
(from each native format to the CIF and vice-versa). 
Additionally, each platform need only have knowledge 
about its own ink format and the CIF. Only one repre-
sentation of the ink must be stored, making it a simple 
format for persistence. However, because of the wide 
variety of hardware device parameters and application-
specific attributes, no conversion framework could 
produce a lossless copy of the original native format. 
In fact, on some platforms, programmatic stroke crea-
tion with complete point parameters is not a supported 
API call. For example, the early TabletPC SDK did 
not allow programmatically creating strokes with fully 
specified point-frequency sampled objects. Thus it was 
impossible to create lossless copies of TabletPC ink 
strokes from another platform (using a CIF or a native-
to-native scheme).  

Although conversion-only solutions fall short of the 
ideal, a third possible solution is a full, non-native, 
independent suite of ink controls implemented for all 
target platforms from scratch [2]. New controls for ink 
capture as well as text and gesture recognition would 
be required for all platforms. For example, ink controls 
for ink capture and persistent storage, using a common 
format, could be built for .NET, Java, GTK, Mac OS 
X, etc. Each platform would have a compatible control 
implemented for its native environment, but not using 
its native inking mechanisms. A suite of cross-
platform controls like this would be compatible be-
cause they would use the same ink format. No conver-
sions would be necessary, and all new platform sup-
port would only need to be implemented with an 
understanding of the common format. This suite could 
also be used to ink-enable platforms with no native ink 
support. However, such non-native controls would not 
take advantage of the inherent abilities and strengths 
of each platform’s software or hardware. Further, the 
real-time performance of inking is a critical factor in 
user acceptance and usability. Non-native controls 
could not be optimized at the same level as native ones 
because inking performance often requires OS and 
hardware-specific optimization. Additionally, achiev-
ing a consistent look-and-feel and expected behavior 
for the user requires native controls. For example, 
copy-paste between applications of ink as a first-class 
data type requires native ink support. Most critically, a 
complete multi-platform implementation of new ink 
controls would require an enormous amount of dupli-
cative effort, first in creating the suite from scratch, 
then porting the suite to every new platform, regard-
less of the ink support within the operating system.  

1.2. The RiverInk Approach 
In light of the limitations of each of these approaches 
we propose a hybrid approach incorporating elements 
of each, consisting of four main elements. To cope 
with incompatible standards, platform-to-platform ink 
conversions must be supported.  Two, since many plat-
forms do not have their own ink support, a platform-
independent ink format and controls for creating and 
rendering ink are needed. Three, because some plat-
forms cannot even create or render ink, at least with 
acceptable fidelity, alternative non-ink representations 
are required for them to display.  Finally, because the 
design considerations for streaming ink applications 
differ so greatly from archiving ink applications, the 
framework requires special functionalities for each and 
the ability for an application designer to selectively opt 
out of parts of the framework that are ill-suited to their 
application. 

In particular, the solution proposed is to use a stan-
dards-centric, multi-representational approach to en-
able multimodal, multi-platform applications that pro-
vide lossless ink persistence and communication. A 
client program creates and stores or transports up to 
four representations of the ink: its native representa-
tion, an intermediate format (InkML), an image of the 
ink, and a text representation of the ink from the native 
client’s recognition engine (where available). If the 
resulting data is used on the same platform as the crea-
tor’s, the native format can be used with no loss of 
fidelity. If a different platform is used, the intermediate 
format can be used in conjunction with an IL-to-native 
conversion function to provide native ink. On a non-
inkable platform, such as the web, the image created 
by the client can be used. On devices limited to a text 
modality (such as a phone), the recognition results of 
the ink can be used. Speech-only devices can use this 
text as well. This multimodal scheme insures that a 
format appropriate to any device will be available, 
albeit with some loss of information if a non-native 
representation is used. 

It should be noted that it is up to the application devel-
oper to determine the extent to which the framework is 
utilized for different modalities. For example, in the 
case of a whiteboard application, performance is the 
most important factor. In this case, only the CIF is 
streamed to other clients, in real-time. Although this 
results in loss of ink fidelity, it provides the perform-
ance necessary for the application by eliminating un-
important information and representations (in the 
whiteboard application outlined below, streaming is 
only done between ink-enabled devices, therefore ink 
images and text recognition results are not as impor-
tant). Receiver-side framework libraries are able to 
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handle any mixture of representations and use the most 
appropriate. 

Some platforms do not support ink at all. For this rea-
son, the framework includes a .NET control that uses 
our CIF as its native format and the multi-
representational framework format directly as its per-
sistence mechanism. Although not as full featured as 
native controls, it is easy to port and provides enough 
functionality for several useful applications. The 
framework is thus a multilevel treatment of the inter-
operable ink problem, combining native ink persis-
tence, seamless CIF conversion, and non-native uni-
versal controls with a compatible ink description 
format. 

In the following, section 2 lays out the specific design 
and implementation details of the interoperable ink 
framework. Section 3 provides experimental results of 
developer usage of the framework in three ubiquitous 
multi-platform applications. Section 4 discusses the 
interoperability achieved, the adaptability of the 
framework, and the framework’s performance. 

2. Design and Implementation 
RiverInk consists of three elements, a multi-format 
representation with corresponding APIs for conversion 
and archiving, a set of platform-independent controls 
for creating and rendering ink, and an API for stream-
ing.  We describe these elements bottom-up according 
to the architectural diagram shown in Figure 2.  

To date, three platform libraries have been developed, 
TabletPC, non-tablet Windows, and PocketPC. All 
three allow the developer to work in a managed .NET 
environment. The non-Tablet library consists of 1290 
lines of code, while the TabletPC version contains 
1660. This includes the representation classes, the ink 
control, and the streaming framework. .NET was cho-
sen as the primary platform for the project because of 
existing target .NET applications (the ActiveCampus 
project) and because of the maturity of TabletPC con-
trols for .NET. 

2.1. Multi-format Representation 
Our multi-format representation is the first element in 
addressing the four problems of interoperable ubiqui-
tous ink: cross-platform ink incompatibility, lossiness, 
platforms that lack ink support, and modal incompati-
bilities. Three requirements for the framework include 
an intermediate format, an encapsulation mechanism 
for each ink representation, and seamless conversion 
management. An overview of the representational con-
cerns of the API can be seen in Figure 3. 

2.1.1. InkML as CIF.  A non-proprietary, easily 
parseable representation for pen stroke data is a re-
quirement for developing any interoperable mecha-
nism for ink. InkML is a W3C standard for describing 
ink using XML [3]. It provides a means for describing 
twelve point-level properties and arbitrary stroke prop-
erties. This allows drawing and application specific 
attributes to be easily bound to the stroke data. Be-
cause of InkML’s flexibility and its XML basis, it was 
used as a primary building block of the interoperable 
ink representation. There is no standard, however, for 
specifying attributes that most applications have in 
common such as brush color, size, or transparency. 
This means that sharing data with outside applications 
is difficult. However, within the framework standard 
attributes were defined so that any platform using the 
framework could communicate this basic information. 
Currently, a lowest common denominator is used, with 
only x and y data being used in the CIF to simplify the 
conversion process and minimize unnecessary data 
(TabletPC is the only widespread platform that uses 
any other point-level properties). This would be a sim-
ple addition to the framework to add support for more 
properties. 

2.1.2. XML to wrap representations.  To provide the 
most open and parseable format possible, XML is used 
to wrap each representation within the interoperable 
ink object (Figure 4).  A representation can consist of 
any format (properly encoded to coexist within an 
XML document). In general it includes both ink data 
and image and text as alternative modalities. When an 
interoperable XML representation is read, any infor-
mation understood by the platform specific library is 
kept while everything else is simply ignored. The out-

 

 
Figure 2. The RiverInk Layer Architecture.  The  
conversion mechanism is responsible for mediat-
ing between applications and the multi-format 
representation. The application layer is responsi-
ble for setting up appropriate ink controls and 
integrating with the interoperable ink objects. 
Streaming sits at the application level as it cou-
ples the UI and conversion functionality. 
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put is contained in <InteropInk></InteropInk> tags. 
The InkML element is denoted with 
<InkML></InkML> and is not encoded within these 
tags. This allows a parser to directly read the InkML 
out of the InteropInk object. Image data is stored as a 
base64 encoded PNG denoted by <png></png> tags. 
MSInk is stored using a Microsoft binary encoding, 
ISF, between <MSInk></MSInk> tags. Finally, Uni-
code text output from the recognizer is recorded in 
<text></text> tags.  Figure 5 shows a sample of the 
code needed to use the multiple representational stor-
age approach of RiverInk instead of saving MSInk on 
its own. Only one additional line of code is needed to 
use RiverInk. Likewise, saving ink using RiverInk 
instead of the Microsoft Ink save functionality has the 

same small overhead cost. 

2.1.3. Seamless conversion.  To provide an infra-
structure for ink conversion, an in-memory intermedi-
ate language (IL) representation was created for every 
interoperable ink object. This IL is an object based 
array of InkML elements. This consists of Traces (a 
single pen movement consisting of points, a stroke) 
with corresponding Brushes describing the attributes 
of the trace. Brushes are referenced by numeric id 
within the trace object. The most simple conversion 
function, and one built into every RiverInk library, is 
an IL-to-InkML function. This merely iterates through 
the trace and brush objects and concatenates them with 
XML tags. Each platform also implements its own IL-
to-native conversion. TabletPC, for example, creates a 
Stroke from every IL Trace and populates each 
Stroke’s DrawingAttributes with information from the 
IL’s Brush. This conversion is done on the fly only 
when MSInk is requested by an application and there 
is no natively created MSInk object already in the in-

namespace InteropInk { 

  public class InteropInk { 

    public ArrayList Traces;  

    // multiple representations 
    public virtual byte[] Image; 
    public virtual string Text; 
    public string InkML; 

    public InteropInk(); 
    public InteropInk(string inInkML); 

    public TraceBrush  
           GetBrushByIndex(int index); 
    public void Save(Stream inStream); 
    public void Load(Stream inStream); 

    // streaming support 
    public virtual TracePacket 
                   AddTrace(ArrayList inPoints); 

    public virtual TracePacket  
                   AddTrace(ArrayList inPoints, 
                            int inBrushIndex); 

    public virtual void  
                   SetBrush(TraceBrush inBrush); 

  } 

   

  public class InteropInkTablet : InteropInk { 

    // public attributes that can result in 
    // a seamless conversion when accessed 

    public Ink MSInk; 

    // override next two for MSInk-based conv’n 
    public override byte[] Image; 
    public override string Text; 

    // Constructors 
    // If InkML is passed in, a conversion 
    // will take place to get MSInk. 

    public InteropInkTablet() : base(null); 
    public InteropInkTablet(Ink inInk) :  
                         base(null); 
    public InteropInkTablet(string inInkML) : 
                         base(inInkML); 

    } 

}

Figure 4.  Sample of the multi-format XML repre-
sentation used in RiverInk (content has been 
truncated). 

// to load Microsoft Ink from a file 
Ink msInk = new Ink(); 
byte [] inkData = loadDataFromFile(“text.xml”); 
msInk.Load(inkData); 
 
// to retrieve Microsoft Ink from the RiverInk 
representation 
InteropInk riverInk = new InteropInk(); 
FileStream file =  
  new FileStream(“text.xml”, 
                 System.IO.FileMode.Open); 
riverInk.Load(file); 
Ink msInk = riverInk.MSInk; 

Figure 5.  These code fragments demonstrate the 
small difference between loading a Microsoft Ink 
object stored alone versus loading it from the Riv-
erInk framework. Saving ink is also very similar to 
saving native TabletPC-only ink. 
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teroperable ink object. This could occur, for example, 
if ink was created on a PocketPC (only InkML output) 
and was subsequently loaded on a TabletPC. 

By abstracting the conversion information source 
through an IL, only N conversion routines must be 
written instead of N^2. In the example above, the 
InkML would be converted to the IL when loaded, and 
the MSInk creation function need only know how to 
translate from IL to Ink. This allows for the painless 
addition of additional supported data formats with only 
a constant increase in conversion functions. Further, 
these conversion functions are local to the new plat-
form so other platform libraries do not need to be up-
dated. 

2.1.4. Multimodal representation.  Many platforms 
used today are not inkable. Not only do they not sup-
port ink controls natively, they do not lend themselves 
well to handheld form factors coupled with natural ink 
input. Web applications, cell-phones, and speech-
enabled platforms are just some examples of non-
naturally-inkable platforms.  Additionally, native cli-
ents can often render their own ink much better than 
another platform because they have full knowledge of 
the ink capture characteristics. Therefore, whenever 
possible, an image of the original ink rendering is in-
cluded in the multi-representational format. This al-
lows for display of the ink in a more accurate render-
ing when the ink is created on clients with advanced 
attributes. For example, pressure-sensitive ink strokes 
from a TabletPC retain their fading edges when shown 
on a PocketPC (without support for pressure sensitive 
ink rendering) by using a PNG of the TabletPC render-
ing. This must be done on the creator’s platform for 
the same reason that the CIF must be generated on the 
creator – only the native platform knows how from 
both a legal and a technical perspective. 

Many applications require a text-only modality, even 
in today’s multimedia world. However, the majority of 
platforms do not contain ink-to-text conversion librar-
ies. For this reason, the original client’s text recogni-
tion results are stored as a representation in the multi-
format scheme. This not only enables text only plat-
forms, it provides for features such as searching and 
sorting of ink. Further, text-to-speech technology is a 
mature field so speech systems are also enabled by the 
textual representation. 

Microsoft uses a similar multimodal full-fidelity ap-
proach to try and provide interoperability for ink data. 
MSInk allows a developer to save a GIF of ink which 
includes a binary encoding of the original ink data as 
metadata in the image. Although this allows some ap-
plications all the necessary support for multimodal ink 

support, it is lacking in several respects. First, the bi-
nary encoding of MSInk is still not readable on non-
Windows platforms. Secondly, GIF is not as full fea-
tured as PNG and has been encumbered by patent is-
sues. Finally, using GIF as the container for multiple 
representations drives the design of the format around 
a particular modality. 

2.2. Controls and representation for non-ink 
platforms 
Many platforms do not contain explicit support for ink. 
PocketPC does not use any mechanism for defining 
pen input as structured ink objects. In fact, there are no 
managed controls in the .NET Compact Framework 
for capturing, displaying, and saving pen input. Non-
Tablet Windows does not ship with ink controls (for 
use with standalone input tablets, for example). Linux 
does not have ink capture controls or an accepted rep-
resentation for tablets. Non-native controls with a cor-
responding ink format are needed.  

Consequently, RiverInk includes a universal ink pic-
ture control for capture and storage of RiverInk.  Its 
native ink format is InkML. The control is designed to 
run on the .NET Compact Framework, widening its 
accessibility to mobile devices. For any .NET device 
with basic Windows Forms support, ink capture, im-
age backgrounds, streaming ink, and simple brush at-
tributes are supported. To simplify porting and avoid 
performance problems on systems lacking ink-specific 
hardware, the rendering is simple, not supporting anti-
aliasing, curve smoothing, pen pressure, or transpar-
ency. Since the control is not native, copy and paste of 
ink to other applications is not supported. Although 
Windows Forms support is required, the control ab-
stracts the windowing toolkit to enable porting to other 
non-Windows .NET platforms.  The control is just 326 
lines of code. 

 
Figure 6.  Streaming Architecture.  The Mediator 
pattern decouples the control UI from the streaming 
transport components. An adapter is written for 
each supported ink control that subclasses the 
mediator, creating a platform specific binding. 
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2.3. Streaming 
One of the identified requirements for ubiquitous ink-
enabled applications is near real-time collaboration. To 
provide this functionality in a multi-platform environ-
ment, streaming ink was built into the ink libraries. 
Streaming performance was the most critical factor in 
the implementation. For this reason, only InkML was 
streamed. This pre-supposes that only ink-enabled 
devices take part in streaming sessions, as the image 
and text of the ink are not transmitted. The biggest 
challenge to address in the streaming implementation 
was a tight coupling between user interface elements 
and the streaming mechanism. To decouple the inter-
operable libraries from the platform specific user inter-
face controls, a hybrid Mediator/Observer design pat-
tern [4] is used (Figure 6).  A mediator is created 
which is attached to a control. In and out streaming 
objects are created with references to the mediator. 
The mediator is subclassed for each control from 
which streaming was supported. For example, for a 
TabletPC a TabletInkMediator was created. A Micro-
soft InkPicture could be passed into the mediator’s 
constructor. The mediator registers for all stroke addi-
tion events, and sends the data from these (translated 
to InkML) through the attached out-stream. Likewise, 
the mediator receives events signifying incoming 
strokes and passes these to the native control in the 
native format after converting from InkML. Each 
stroke is sent with its corresponding InkML Brush 
element so that attributes are always attached to the 
correct stroke. The InkML specification defines a 
streaming (versus archival) modality using XML ele-
ment fragments to denote state changes (new strokes, 
brushes, etc). This specification is used in the stream-
ing classes to provide the possibility to stream to third-
party applications that also support the specification.  

3. Experience 
To assess the ease of developer usage and verify the 
claims presented above with regards to interoperability 
and multi-platform support, three ink-enabled projects 
were developed, all within ActiveCampus [5,7].  

3.1. Digital Ink Graffiti 
The first application was ink-based graffiti. Location-
based digital graffiti is content that is fixed to a map 
location or an entity. Ink graffiti is digital graffiti cre-
ated with a pen. Ink graffiti is more faithful to the graf-
fiti metaphor because it lends itself well to pen-based 
form factors by enabling a user to tag while in a mo-
bile configuration and because it better mimics spray 
can graffiti. A user can use any color or image (either 
from the clipboard, file, or URL) as the background 
for a graffiti. Each user tag on a specific graffiti is lay-

ered on top of the previous. A slider allows a user to 
‘peel back’ each layer to reveal the graffiti at a specific 
point in time (Figure 7). 

The ability to tag from any pen-based platform and 
view on any other platform is a critical feature needed 
to aid adoption and provide true ubiquity in a hetero-
geneous university campus environment. The author 
implemented this feature in ActiveCampus, so was 
completely familiar with the framework API. Integra-
tion with ActiveCampus was not difficult using an 
iterative development methodology. First a TabletPC 
version was created, then support for the multi-
representational data storage was included. Finally 
alternative platforms were ink-enabled through the use 
of the RiverInk controls. To enable non-TabletPCs 
with ink graffiti, it was necessary to change 51 lines of 
code (mostly to implement image compositing) from 
the TabletPC version. An additional thirteen lines were 
added to detect and instantiate the correct version de-
pending on hardware. Complete functionality and in-
teroperability from a user perspective was provided. 
Tablets seamlessly used TabletPC controls, while other 
platforms used the RiverInk .NET ink controls to pro-
vide inking on non-pen based Windows platforms. 
Finally, a PocketPC client was implemented for ink 
graffiti that used the .NET Compact Framework to 
provide a graffiti control as a complete solution. A 
user could tag on any platform on top of any previous 
graffiti and view the complete graffiti (i.e. all layers 
aggregated on top of the original background). If 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.  Ink graffiti within ActiveCampus. The 
slider at the top allows the user to go forward and 
backward in time to see the graffiti at different 
iterations. 
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loaded on a TabletPC, each layer is either native 
MSInk or an InkML to MSInk conversion is done. To 
the developer, the only call necessary was to access the 
MSInk attribute. This allowed all layers to be seen as 
MSInk in the native control, taking advantage of the 
advanced rendering (transparency, anti-aliasing, 
smoothing) found on the platform. If the layer was 
created on a TabletPC, it would be rendered from loss-
less data, otherwise some data could be lost in the 
conversion. 

Because the PocketPC has minimal support for graph-
ics rendering, the PocketPC client first combined all 
layers from their image representation in the interoper-
able ink data structure, then allowed inking on top of 
this composite image. 

This feature implementation demonstrates that the 
lossless storage of the original ink format, coupled 
with both an intermediate format and other non-ink 
modalities (image), provided sufficient data availabil-
ity for all desired platforms and made a ubiquitous, 
multimodal application possible. 

3.2. Whiteboard 
The second feature was a simple whiteboard applica-
tion that mirrored the location-based chat functionality 
in ActiveCampus. A user is able to share a whiteboard 
with another user instead of a simple type/response 
conversation window (Figure 8). The whiteboard is 
able to support multiple platforms, and render real-

time streamed stroke data within a native control (if 
available). To do this, the streaming ink functionality 
of the interoperable ink framework was used, coupled 
with Jabber [6], the transport mechanism used in Ac-
tiveCampus. As outlined in Section 2.3, the streaming 
ink control uses the .NET Stream abstraction as its 
transport. This allows simple streaming over TCP/IP. 
However, Jabber uses an event model for its XML-
based message passing. A transport layer was written 
(61 lines of code) to adapt for this architectural mis-
match. This, coupled with a user interface for color, 
thickness, and chat management, was all that was 
needed. No further streaming infrastructure or con-
trol/streaming interfacing was needed beyond that in-
cluded with the framework. A total of 24 lines of code 
were needed to set up the streaming outside the 
framework code. This included an interface abstraction 
providing different behavior for TabletPC and non-
tablet. Not including this abstraction code, all stream-
ing specific setup code (13 lines) was able to be copied 
from the included sample application included with the 
framework.  

3.3. ActiveClass 
The third ActiveCampus application to be ink-enabled 
using RiverInk was ActiveClass, a tool for in-class 
collaboration [5,7]. It lets students ask questions in 
class and give feedback to professors and TAs. The 
ActiveClass project was initially web only, but a 
.NET-based client had recently been developed to bet-
ter support real-time interaction. This provided an op-

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 8. Whiteboard chat within ActiveCampus. 

 
Figure 9. Textual list representation of the ques-
tions on the slide in ActiveClass. The recognition 
text is also able to be parsed from the multi-
format XML RiverInk object server-side. 
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portunity to integrate ink-based features. It allowed 
asking questions using ink directly on slides. A re-
quirement of the ink features was to keep the web mo-
dality for viewing and interaction. Both the image and 
text representations of the interoperable ink object are 
extracted using server side XML parsing in PHP. 
These two representations enable web-only clients to 
see questions on slides as text (if coming from a Ta-
bletPC using recognition) (Figure 9), an analogous list 
of cropped thumbnails of ink on slides (not shown), 
and full-size inked slides (Figure 10). This demon-
strates the true multimodal support in RiverInk – by 
including both text and images, non-ink enabled users 
are still able to take advantage of the system and inter-
act with those on ink-based platforms. To adapt the 
ActiveClass client from TabletPC-only to using the 
RiverInk framework for non-tablets took less than two 
hours for a developer unfamiliar with the RiverInk 
API. The developer stated that he appreciated the 
framework because “I didn’t really have to write any 
code myself to get this functionality. I was able to just 
copy over the code…” 

4. Discussion 
4.1. Interoperability 
All three applications proved to be compelling usages 
of ink, according to users. The framework helped the 
developers achieve this by lowering the entry costs of 
adding interoperable support (both on a format and 
control level), as well as easily enabling alternative 
modalities. All three applications extended the reach of 
ink-based features by including, at a minimum, non-

TabletPCs. Where possible within the ActiveCampus 
system, the PocketPC was also targeted for develop-
ment as a natural platform for pen computing. This 
boosted the possible users from a small number of 
TabletPC owners on campus to anyone with a Win-
dows device. Although it is possible to install the Ta-
bletPC runtime (using the TabletPC merge modules) 
on some non-tablet Windows machines, this does not 
always provide the level of ink capture desired and 
requires additional installation. Further, this is not pos-
sible on PocketPC or portable to Linux. 

In the case of the whiteboard, a complete representa-
tion of ink was not used for performance reasons (see 
Section 4.3). Because only the CIF was used, ink was 
not transmitted with full fidelity. For example, pres-
sure data is not currently included in the InkML repre-
sentation. Therefore, even when transmitting between 
two TabletPCs there is a loss of data. This could have 
been avoided by using the full representation or by 
expanding the conversion functionality to include all 
twelve attributes of InkML. Both these would result in 
an increase in the size of InkML stored. 

4.2. Portability 
To be truly interoperable, the RiverInk framework 
must be portable to new platforms. RiverInk’s primary 
portability dependency is that the ink controls use 
Windows Forms. However, Windows-specific forms 
support is used in only eleven lines of code of the con-
trol. Porting RiverInk to a non-Microsoft .NET plat-
form would require modifying these eleven lines to 
introduce an alternative windowing toolkit. A GTK [8] 
version of the control is possible and would be a sim-
ple task given the UI decoupling in the RiverInk con-
trols. A Factory design pattern [4] at the application 
level could manage the selection of the appropriate 
control implementation. This, coupled with the port-
able Mono runtime for .NET, would significantly 
widen the number of available platforms for RiverInk, 
including Linux and Mac OS X. 

4.3. Extensibility 
To be truly interoperable, the RiverInk framework 
must also be extensible to new ink standards, even 
preserving accessibility to ink predating the new stan-
dard. For example, suppose support for Apple’s Ink-
Well [9] technology was desired. Assuming portability 
issues were already resolved, to be able to read and 
write the interoperable ink format, a new class, Inter-
opInkMacOS, targeted at Mac OS X would need to be 
written. This would consist of changing approximately 
130 lines of code, using the InteropInkTablet class as a 
template.  It would only need to be aware of the CIF 
(InkML) and the Apple ink objects. Persistent output 

 
Figure 10. Ink annotations composited on a pro-
fessor’s slide in ActiveClass. The storage of a PNG 
of the ink within the interoperable ink format 
makes this web modality possible as the server 
only needs to be able to parse XML to get it. 
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would consist of the Apple format, InkML, PNG, and 
text from the InkWell recognizer. No other platform 
changes would need to be made. If such a persistent 
XML file were to be loaded on a TabletPC, MSInk 
would be created from the InkML, ignoring the native 
Apple format as unrecognized. Likewise, an InkWell-
based application could access persistent data from 
non-InkWell sources – even data predating the addi-
tion of the InkWell extension –by creating InkWell ink 
from the InkML provided in the XML file. 

To complete support in the framework for an addi-
tional platform, a streaming mediator must be written 
that takes events from a native ink control and streams 
them as InkML and vice versa. This would consist of 
approximately 120 lines of code. Once this is done, an 
additional platform can be used seamlessly in both 
static and streaming ink applications. 

4.4. Performance 
An inherent drawback of multi-representational stor-
age is the overhead in disk space, memory, and band-
width required. A RiverInk object generated on Ta-
bletPC can be nearly an order of magnitude more than 
binary MSInk. For example, a normal graffiti layer as 
seen in Figure 8 consists of about 4k of MSInk data, 
14k of InkML, 6.5k of PNG data, and 40 bytes of text. 
A possible feature to mitigate this is to add a storage 
layer which uses an open compression format before 
sending or storage. This would add compression com-
plexity for any applications that use the output without 
the corresponding library. Currently, only a simple 
XML parser is needed to extract a particular represen-
tation whereas an XML parser and a compression li-
brary would be needed if a transport/storage layer 
were added. Further, with the increase in cheap mem-
ory, prolific disk space, and high speed networks, stor-
age space is not a huge concern. For example, in the 
graffiti application outlined above, the disk size of the 
graffiti backgrounds were often an order of magnitude 
larger than the ink layered on top. However, graffiti 
users did notice overhead when reading heavily tagged 
graffiti since each layer generally included all four 
formats. 

Although not critical for user acceptance of graffiti, 
performance was a primary concern for whiteboarding 
and streaming in general. Considering the cost of not 
only generating but also sending each representation, 
the streaming mechanism uses only the CIF for trans-
port. This decision was validated by the performance 
of the whiteboarding application. Initial users were 
impressed with the speed of the ink transport. What 
lag there is in the application (around a quarter second) 
is due to thread interactions between the UI and the 
Jabber transport layer. Pen strokes are not sent until 

the end of the stroke, which more directly influences 
the user’s perception of performance in the system. In 
no way did this affect the usability of the system, how-
ever. Based on the user experience with graffiti, if 
each stroke had generated and transmitted a multi-
representational format, real-time performance would 
degrade significantly. This ability to choose the level 
of usage of framework features is a critical factor 
needed to enable developers to achieve performance 
goals while balancing interoperability concerns.  

5. Related Work 
The early history of pen computing was largely cen-
tered on the problem of text and gesture recognition. 
Microsoft Pen Windows, GO PenPoint, and Palm OS 
all fall into this general category.  More recent research 
has focused on ink as a first-class object. 

5.1. Current Microsoft Pen Technologies 
Microsoft is currently committed to two pen form-
factors, PocketPC and TabletPC.  

PocketPC, although dependent on the pen for input, 
lacks mechanisms for treating ink as a first-class data-
type. There is only one control for ink capture available 
to developers, the RichInk control [10]. This is not 
exposed in the .NET Compact Framework. Further, the 
RichInk control is not backed by a widely supported 
ink description format that allows seamless interchange 
between applications or platforms. 

TabletPC provides not only UI pen-augmentation, but 
also pen- and ink-centric tools for the developer to use. 
Ink as a first-class data-type is the foundational build-
ing block for this. By allowing developers to directly 
work with ink and not just the recognition results from 
ink, Microsoft is enabling developers to build true pen-
based applications.  Ink Serialized Format (ISF) is a 
proprietary Microsoft binary format for compact persis-
tent storage. There is a Save method in Ink that al-
lows the developer to save the ink as a GIF image, with 
the ISF embedded as metadata. Thus it provides a lim-
ited kind of multi-modal transport. 

5.2. Ink-enabled interface research 
Researchers have long recognized the power available 
to users through a true pen-based interface. The most 
notable academic ink framework taking advantage of 
this is SATIN [1, 11]. The SATIN project at UC 
Berkeley provides a toolkit for Java application devel-
opers to build so-called “informal” user interfaces that 
use ink as a first class data-type, enabling developers to 
work directly with ink.  SATIN, developed over two 
years, consists of over 200 classes comprising 33,000 
lines of code.  This highlights inherent difficulty in 
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creating a standalone ink framework. Recognizers, 
controls, and interpreters are all needed and must be 
built essentially from scratch, ignoring any ink support 
in the operating system. Although a Java implementa-
tion could be used on a wide variety of platforms, ports 
would need to be implemented to allow other develop-
ers to use the system in their non-Java applications. 

There are also several research projects investigating 
the promise of ink-based applications. Flatland uses 
ink as a first-class object to recreate the informal natu-
ralness of whiteboard use [12]. LiveNotes uses a 
whiteboard metaphor to allow students to form discus-
sions to supplement traditional teaching [13]. The in-
terface employs a shared whiteboard. Java was used to 
enable multiplatform support (PDAs had the necessary 
level of JVM support to use LiveNotes). Neither takes 
advantage of native controls to improve the experi-
ence.  The use of Java in these systems provides port-
ability but not interoperability. 

6. Conclusion 
Pen-based computing is becoming commonplace. 
However, the lack of mature and complete solutions 
for ink interchange between platforms, as well as col-
lection and display on non-ink platforms has hampered 
the use of ink in ubiquitous software applications. Riv-
erInk provides a hybrid solution consisting of a con-
version framework, a multimodal, multi-format repre-
sentation, and ink controls for use on platforms with 
no native ink controls. This approach provides a highly 
portable and truly interoperable framework for ink that 
takes advantage of native ink features and controls 
when possible. Lossless ink storage is achieved by 
never throwing away the original native-format ink. 
Conversion to other native formats is provided by us-
ing a CIF (InkML). Multimodal support is enabled by 
including an image of the ink and its textual represen-
tation. Because of differing requirements for archival 
versus streaming applications, a streaming framework 
that dealt with both UI and transport issues is included.  
RiverInk’s multi-representational framework approach 
is naturally adaptable to new ink standards and modali-
ties, preserving backwards and forwards compatibility. 

Three applications were developed with RiverInk 
within the ActiveCampus ubiquitous computing envi-
ronment. The applications used the multi-format repre-
sentation coupled with conversion functionality to 
demonstrate the abilities of RiverInk’s data inter-
change. They also leveraged the multimodal features 
of the representation to provide ink data across differ-
ing user modalities (for example, web browsing). Plat-
forms that are not natively  ink-enabled  are  supported 
through the use of the RiverInk controls. Finally, real-

time streaming of interoperable data was demon-
strated. As a whole, the ink-enabled features of Ac-
tiveCampus make a compelling case for the relevance 
of ink within a ubiquitous computing environment, 
while the RiverInk framework provides the functional-
ity necessary to deploy these features in a heterogene-
ous environment with minimal developer effort. 
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